Leads for “Inclusion in Recreation Parks & Tourism”

Suggested contacts within IU Faculty:

1. **Andrea Siqueira**, Adjunct Professor at the Department of Anthropology. Her research interests include “Peoples & Parks” and “Latin America.” Her email address is: asigueir@indiana.edu

   “Past Research”

2. **Claudia N. Avellaneda**, Associate Professor at SPEA. Her research interests include Policy making and Latin American politics. Her email address is: cavellan@indiana.edu

   “Past Research”


3. **Quetzil Castaneda**, Lecturer at the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies. He has written papers on tourism in Latin America and will be teaching a tourism class to undergraduates in spring 2014. His email is: quetzil@osea-cite.org

   “Past Research”


4. **Luis Gonzales**, Librarian for Latin American Studies
   Contact information:
   Email: luisgonz@indiana.edu
   Phone: (812) 855-7416
.. and another suggested faculty member not affiliated with IU

1. Carter Hunt, Assistant Professor at Texas A&M. His research interests include Tourism-supported biodiversity conservation and sustainable community development, impacts of tourism on both destination communities and on travelers, environmental anthropology, Latin America. His email is cahunt@psu.edu

“Past Research”


**Articles that Generally Discuss Disabilities**

“Mexico”


“Brazil”

(Here is a list of abstracts that are about the relationship between sports and disabilities in Brazil)


“Latin America”

Peres, Marco, and Paula Suárez. "Best international practices for access, ownership and use of information and communication technologies for people with sensory disabilities." *Proceedings*


**Perceptions towards Mental Disabilities**

"Mexico"


"Brazil"


"Caribbean"


Perceptions towards Mental Disorders


**Perceptions towards Physical Disabilities**

Caribbean

